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Abstract. Two-dimensional geometric object “neutral surface” – successfully used to study 
thin plates. The use of this two-dimensional geometric object is not possible for the study of 
physical properties and physical processes in nano-thin SDS (spatial dissipative structures). 
The SDS lattice undergoes a rotational curvature around three mutually perpendicular 
directions, and the nano-thin SDS itself remains flat. We have developed a method for the 
study of nano-thin SDS with rotary lattice curvature. We used as a basis the method of 
visualizing the rotational curvature of the lattice by constructing a two-dimensional geometric 
object – the surface of the lattice curvature by nano-thin SDS. This method of investigation 
involves application of the lattice curvature surface with nano-thin SDS for the selected 
crystallographic direction as a “neutral surface”. The method will find application in 
nanotechnology. 
1.  Introduction 
For the study of thin plates a two-dimensional geometric object is successfully used – a “neutral 
surface”, that is, the geometric place of the points equally spaced from the upper and lower surfaces of 
the thin plate [1]. However, the use of the “neutral surface” is not possible for the study of physical 
properties and physical processes in nano-thin spatial dissipative structures (SDS) [2–8]. The lattice of 
nano-thin SDS experiences internal bending as opposed to thin plates, and as a whole the lattice of 
nano-thin SDS remains flat [9]. 
Really, we will obtain a flat rhomb by constructing a “neutral surface” of nano-thin SDS hexagonal 
selenium, the lattice of which undergoes elastic rotational curvature around [001]. Thus, the 
construction the “neutral surface” of the nano-thin SDS with the inner bending of the lattice does not 
allow visualization of the lattice rotational curvature of the nano-thin SDS. 
Visualization can be performed for lattice rotary curvature of nano-thin SDS, namely for nano-thin 
crystals of hexagonal selenium with elastic rotary curvature of lattice around [001] after stage of 
hardening of nano-thin SDS [10–13]. We propose a method for visualization of the lattice rotary 
curvature of nano-thin SDS earlier [10]. The visualization of the rotational curvature of the lattice of 
nano-thin SDS was achieved by us by constructing a two-dimensional geometric object - the surface 
of the curvature of the lattice of nano-thin SDS for the selected crystallographic direction (Figure 1). 
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However, the above method [10] allows visualizing elastic rotational curvature of the lattice of nano-
thin SDS, but does not allow investigating physical properties and physical processes in nano-thin 
SDSs. 
 
Figure 1. Electron microscopic image of nano-thin diamond-shaped SDS of 
hexagonal selenium with elastic rotational curvature of lattice around [001] and 
system of bending extinction contours of parallel [001] coinciding with short 
diagonal of rhombus, JEM-200CX JEOL Ltd, Japan. a) The lattice curvature 
surface with a nano-thin SDS for [100] hexagonal selenium, taken as a “neutral 
surface”, the maximum curvature of which coincides with the short diagonal of the 
rhombus; b) Result of construction the lattice curvature surface with a diamond-
shaped nano-thin SDS around [001] for [100]. 
In view of the above, we have developed a method for investigating nano-thin SDS with rotary 
lattice curvature. We founded this means of research on the application of the method of visualizing 
the lattice rotary curvature [10] by constructing a two-dimensional geometric object – the lattice 
curvature surface with a nano-thin SDS for the selected crystallographic direction. In addition, the 
above method involves applying the lattice curvature surface of the nano-thin SDS to a selected 
crystallographic direction as a “neutral surface”. Besides, we perform a comparative analysis of the 
“neutral surfaces” of the nano-thin SDS and the previously studied reference thin plates [1]. This 
procedure is necessary to identify the bending features of the lattice curvature surface of the nano-thin 
SDS for the selected crystallographic direction used as the “neutral surface”. We are using new 
information on the bending features of the “neutral surface” of nano-thin SDS to investigate the 
physical properties and physical processes in nano-thin SDS. 
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Thus, we propose the following sequence of actions:  
1. the two-dimensional geometric object – the lattice curvature surface with nano-thin SDS is 
created for selected crystallographic direction [10, 11];  
2. the lattice curvature surface of the nano-thin SDS for the selected crystallographic direction 
using as a “neutral surface”; 
3. a comparative analysis performing of “neutral surfaces” of nano-thin SDS and thin 
reference plates with previously identified properties and detecting on this basis new information on 
bending features of the “neutral surface” of nano-thin SDS; 
4. new information identified on the features of “neutral surface” bending using to investigate 
the physical properties and physical processes in nano-thin SDS. 
The lattice curvature surface of the nano-thin SDS, used as the “neutral surface” of the nano-thin 
SDS, allows us to move from solving three-dimensional to solving two-dimensional problems. Indeed, 
in work [1] it is indicated, “…one can consider the plate as not possessing thickness, that is, as a 
geometric surface...”. 
2.  Results and discussion 
We illustrate the proposed method of investigating physical properties and physical processes in nano-
thin SDSs by the following examples. 
We investigated the physical property of hexagonal selenium nano-thin SDS using the proposed 
method. We studied the origin of the interblock torsion boundary at the center of the diamond-shaped 
nano-thin SDS with elastic rotational lattice curvature. To do this, we constructed the lattice curvature 
surface with a diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS (figure 1 a) for [100], the lattice of which experiences 
non-uniform elastic rotational curvature around [001] (figure 1 a) [10–14]. We present the result of the 
construction the lattice curvature surface with a diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS around [001] for 
[100] in figure 1 b. We applied the surface lattice curvature of the nano-thin SDS around [001] for 
[100] (figure 1 b) as the “neutral surface” of the hexagonal selenium nano-thin SDS and established 
the features of its bending. 
We have previously found that the maximum value of the surface lattice curvature of the nano-thin 
SDS for [100] coincides with the short diagonal of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS (figure 1 a) 
with the inhomogeneous elastic rotational lattice curvature of the nano-thin SDS around [001] [14]. 
Accordingly, the feature of the “neutral surface” bending of the nano-thin SDS was the maximum 
curvature of the “neutral surface” of the nano-thin SDS (figure 1 b) in the direction of the short 
rhombus diagonal.  
We performed a comparative analysis of the “neutral surfaces” of the nano-thin diamond-shaped 
SDS for [100] (figure 1 b), the reference wedge-shaped thin plate and the reference rounded thin disk 
[1]. As a result, we identified new information on the features of the “neutral surface” bending of 
nano-thin SDS. Stresses arising from the action of forces on the nano-thin SDS had a maximum value 
at the center of the long diagonal (Figure 1 b) of the “neutral surface” of the diamond-shaped nano-
thin SDS. 
The formula of stress distribution in the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS: 
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 (1) 
where F1 is the force acting in the direction of the long diagonal of the diamond-shaped plate; φ is the 
angle of deviation of the direction of action of the force F1 from the long diagonal of the diamond 
shaped plate; α – the angle between the long diagonal of the diamond-shaped plate and the side of the 
rhombus. 
We took into account that the maximum curvature of the lattice curvature surface of the nano-thin 
SDS for [100] coincides with the short diagonal of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS. In addition, 
we analyzed formula 1 and determined that the maximum value σrr at the given F1 force value, α angle 
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value and r value is achieved at φ = 0, in other words, along the long diagonal of the diamond-shaped 
nano-thin SDS. As a result, we concluded that the maximum value σrr at under the above conditions 
will be at the intersection point of the diagonals of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS, that is, at the 
center of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS. 
 
Figure 2. Electron microscopic images of diamond-shaped nano-thin 
SDS of hexagonal selenium (a, b) whose lattice experiences non-uniform 
rotational curvature around [001] with interblock torsion boundaries. The 
above mentioned torsion boundaries originated at the center of the 
diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS and developed by elongation along the 
long diagonal of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS, up to reaching the 
growth front of the nano-thin SDS in the amorphous film. JEM-200CX 
JEOL Ltd, Japan. 
New information on the maximum stress value at the intersection point of the neutral surface 
diagonals of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS allowed us to explain the physical property of the 
nano-thin PDS. Namely, we showed that the emergence of interblock boundaries occurs in the center 
of diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS [15–17]. We noted that in this experiment, the SDS lattice 
experiences a non-uniform elastic rotational curvature around [001] (Figure 1 a), (Figure 2 a). 
Subsequently, we examined the physical process in nano-thin SDS of hexagonal selenium using the 
proposed SDS study method. In fact, we studied the process of development of the interblock torsion 
boundary originating at the point of diagonals intersection of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS [18–
20], along the long diagonal of the nano-thin diamond-shaped SDS (figure 2 a, figure 2 b). To do this, 
we constructed a lattice curvature surface with a diamond-shaped nano-thin PDS for [100], the lattice 
of which experiences non-uniform rotational curvature around [001] [10] (figure 1). 
We applied the curvature surface of the nano-thin SDS lattice for [100] (figure 1 b) as the “neutral 
surface” of the nano-thin SDS and established the features of its bending. We performed a 
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comparative analysis of the “neutral surfaces” of the nano-thin diamond-shaped PDS hexagonal 
selenium for [100] (figure 1 b), the reference wedge-shaped thin plate and the reference rounded thin 
disk [1]. As a result, we identified new information on bending features of the “neutral surface” of the 
nano-thin SDS. Stresses arising from forces on the nano-thin SDS had maximum values along the long 
diagonal of the “neutral surface” of the diamond-shaped nano-thin PDS of hexagonal selenium. 
This new information allowed us to explain the physical process in the nano-thin diamond-shaped 
SDS of hexagonal selenium. The above process was the development of the interblock torsion 
boundary originating in the center of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS. Indeed, the development of 
the interblock torsion boundary originating in the center of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS (figure 
1 a), (figure 2 a), was realized along the long diagonal of the nano-thin diamond – shaped SDS. 
Therefore, the process took place along the direction where the stresses arising from the action of 
forces on the nano-thin SDS had maximum values. 
3.  Conclusion 
Thus, using the proposed method, we investigated and got our explanation the physical property – the 
origin the interblock torsion boundary at the center of the diamond-shaped nano-thin SDS (Figure 1 a), 
(Figure 2 a). 
Also, with the help of the proposed method, we investigated and got our explanation of the physical 
process - the development along the long diagonal of the nano-thin diamond-shaped SDS of the 
interblock torsion boundary [15–20] (Figure 2 a, Figure 2 b). 
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